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No, no, no . . . not Korea Day!
Career Day! 

Friday, November 8
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Date  Day  Activity   Location   Time
    
Nov. 2    Junior & Cadet Girl Scouts Field Trip to Kulim              1:00-5:00                      
          
Nov. 4    School Holiday 
        
Nov. 5    School Holiday  Muharram
    Adult Yoga                      Cancelled                                              
    Adult Guitar   Cancelled   

Nov. 6  4  Open Gym   Gym    3:15-4:15
    Cheerleading   Performing Arts   3:15-4:15

Nov. 7  5  Adult Yoga   Fitness Center            8:00-9:00                       
    Academic Club  Gr. 7/8   3:15-4:15
    Pilates   Performing Arts   4:00-5:00

Nov. 8  3  Grade 3 / 4 Spirit Day Career Day  
    Dress up as what you would like to be when you grow up!  
                                                           
    Friday Night Frisbee Soccer Field   5:00-7:00

Nov. 9    Family Triathlon  RCC    6:00-10:00 am 
    Cooking Class  Light’s Home   11:00-1:00
    Jazz & Ballet   Library   9:45-10:45

Nov. 13   Faculty Meeting  Science Rm.   3:30-5:00
    ISR Open Board Meeting Performing Arts   6:30-8:00

Nov. 14 & 15  Dr. Ambrogi of International School Services visiting Rumbai

Nov. 13, 14 & 15  Middle School Exchange

Nov. 16   Pub Night (Country & Western Theme) Sawit 132 7:30-12:00pm

Nov. 18-22   Indonesian Week  Performing Arts   8:00-8:30

Nov. 19 & 20   Konseps Bazaar  Randu 125   9:00-5:00

Nov. 22   First Trimester Reports Cards Issued

Nov. 25 & 26   Parent Teacher Conferences

Nov. 28   Thanksgiving Dinner RCC    5:30-8:00

Nov. 30   Christmas Ornament Exchange

Up Coming Events
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Thank you, PTO
It is hard not to take our PTO for granted as they consistently provide us with outstanding 
events. The Halloween Party was another great success! Laura Neal and Jo Chan were 
overseeing the whole event, and did a marvelous job of organizing, coordinating and 
delegating. Joanie Sullivan was in charge of the Middle School “Fear Factor” experience 
and had great insight into what would make that event ‘scarry’.

I want to also thank all the parents who played major roles in making the Halloween Party 
a happening event.  We had a surprising number of volunteers in the Halloween Tents 
who do not have children in school. Special thanks to you folks for your tremendous 
contribution:
 Michael and Emily Morale    Petrus and Dasha Van Der Walt
 Dwight and Karen Meaux    Malti Thakkar

One final recognition to Sam Lavery, who as PTO President is always in there working 
along side of the organizers of the events.

Muharram
Our upcoming school holidays are in honor of Muharram, the first month of the Islamic 
calendar, and one of four sacred months of the year. This year Muharram begins on 
November 5. Our school calendar was designed to have an extended long weekend for 
the convenience of parents and our National Staff. We hope everyone will enjoy peace 
and relaxation during this time.

Professional Development
I want to thank Aroma Pannu and Tam Truong for representing the Rumbai and Duri 
teachers as professional development coordinators. Aroma and Tam worked together to 
bring Cathryn Berger Kaye to Rumbai to work with the Language Arts and Social Studies 
teachers on curriculum innovation and refinement. Cathryn worked with teachers in small 
groups on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday this week. On the following page, 
Aroma’s article gives us an idea of the great work that Cathy does as a teacher of 
teachers.

Principal’s Note
 
     Mrs. Thiessen 
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 Teachers as Learners
       

       Mrs. Pannu

The desire for Life Long Learning is one of the characteristics that we hope each 
student at ISR will develop through their time at our school, and we strive to do this in 
many ways.  One of the best ways is through modeling and that is just what the 
teachers were busy doing this week.
 
In the expert hands of Cathryn Berger Kaye, teachers from Duri and Rumbai came 
together to learn, collaborate, and create integrated units for Language Arts and Social 
Studies.  Additionally these units have a service-learning component to them that will 
help our students develop skills of inquiry, research, empathy, and connections to their 
local and the global community.
 
Working with Cathryn has our teachers excited about teaching in ways that will 
continue to build on the focus and attention we already provide for our students, and 
help us continue to engage in learning that is authentic - raising both student 
engagement and ownership.

Thank you to all the teachers for their hard work, the support staff for helping with the 
organization and transport, Mrs. Sullivan for ensuring that classroom learning was not 
interrupted, and most of all to Cathryn for helping move our school from good to great!  
We look forward to your return visit in February.
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Tam Truong and Aroma Pannu present an appreciation gift to 
Cathryn Berger Kaye.
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Dear Rumbai Community,

It’s Movember and I'll be growing a moustache to raise funds and awareness for 
men's health. My motivation is to encourage men to be more open to sharing health 
challenges with others. It's going to be a hairy journey and I want you to be part of it.

Fight for your right to change the face of men’s health, enlist for Movember and join 
my team, the Rumbai Mofia now.

A moustache is the mark of a man, and today it is a symbol to spark conversations 
about important health issues. So guys, pledge to grow a Mo today, or ladies, join the 
team to support my Mo.

Find out more about why you should join me by taking a look at the causes we are 
fighting for. 
 
To make this effort more impactful in our local community, I would like to hold an 
informal fundraising contest with the benefit going to a local charity which benefits 
men’s health (and the bragging rights going to the owner of the best "Mo"). More 
details to follow….. 
 
Thanks for supporting Gen Mo and helping us change the face of men's health.

United We Mo!

TEAM: 
RUMBAI 
MOFIA

CAPTAIN: 
DYLAN
MORGAN

http://moteam.co/rumbai-mofia
http://moteam.co/rumbai-mofia
http://moteam.co/rumbai-mofia
http://moteam.co/rumbai-mofia
http://us.movember.com/programs
http://us.movember.com/programs
http://us.movember.com/programs
http://us.movember.com/programs
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Waz Happenin’

Above Left:
MC of the Week

Natalie Ruangturakij

Above:
Guest consultant Cathryn 
Berger Kaye was greatly 

appreciated by our teachers.

Left:
Mr. Davis helps us focus on 

being Self-Directed Learners. 
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Mr. Davis has identified several Self-Directed Learners in our 
community.  Ask them what they are learning.
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Mr. Davis enjoying his new Science Lab furniture.

Ms. Pannu shared with the 
students her passion for knitting 

as a self-directed learner.
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Morning Movement
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Ayo! & Olé! are the Bahasa & Spanish words of the week - an interjection 
expressing a feeling of excitement. 

Mr. V and Mr. Johnson demonstrate the Piñata tradition, 
an appropriate event to shout, “Olé, Olé, Olé!”
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Morning Song and Dance

October 31st was an appropriate time to do The Monster Mash!
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Happy Birthday!

Caitlyn Liu
Nov 9

Above and Below: 
Friends celebrate Natalie’s Birthday!
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Friends celebrate Teghan’s Birthday!
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 The Problem Solving
  Process
       

       Mrs. Davis

The	  Common	  Core	  Standards	  for	  Mathematical	  Practice	  stress	  the	  importance	  of	  strong	  problem	  
solving	  and	  reasoning	  abilities	  to	  develop	  conceptual	  understand.	  Problem	  solving	  skills	  and	  strategies	  are	  
taught	  and	  reinforced	  in	  problem	  solving	  lessons	  throughout	  the	  year.	  Additionally,	  through	  class	  
discussions,	  students	  are	  learning	  that	  there	  are	  multiple	  ways	  to	  solve	  a	  problem	  and	  that	  getting	  wrong	  
answers	  are	  helpful	  as	  part	  of	  the	  learning	  process.	  	  	  

In	  math	  class	  we	  break	  the	  problem	  solving	  process	  down	  into	  three	  parts,	  each	  with	  guiding	  
questions	  for	  the	  students	  to	  ask	  themselves	  when	  progressing	  through	  a	  problem.	  These	  are	  also	  great	  
questions	  for	  you,	  as	  a	  parent,	  to	  use	  when	  helping	  your	  child	  on	  a	  tricky	  math	  homework	  problem.	  

The Problem Solving Process

Read	  and	  Understand: What	  do	  you	  know?
What	  are	  you	  being	  asked	  to	  Dind?

Plan	  and	  Solve

What	  strategy	  will	  you	  use?
Can	  you	  show	  the	  problem?
How	  will	  you	  solve	  the	  problem?
What	  is	  the	  answer?

Look	  Back	  and	  Check Did	  I	  check	  my	  work?
Is	  my	  answer	  reasonable?	  

Below	  is	  a	  list	  of	  common	  problem	  solving	  strategies	  students	  have	  been	  using	  in	  class	  to:	  

Show	  the	  Problem Work	  towards	  a	  Solution

⇒ Draw	  a	  Picture
⇒ Make	  an	  organized	  list
⇒ Make	  a	  table
⇒ Make	  a	  Graph
⇒ Act	  it	  out/Use	  objects

⇒ Look	  for	  a	  Pattern
⇒ Try,	  Check	  and	  Revise
⇒ Write	  an	  Equation
⇒ Use	  Reasoning
⇒ Work	  Backwards
⇒ Solve	  a	  Simpler	  Problem

Happy	  Solving!	  
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Two representatives from the Pekanbaru office of WWF visited the ISR middle school 
last Friday to discuss the challenges they face working in Sumatra.   Our middle 
school students have been studying the impact of deforestation in Sumatra, therefore 
this was an ideal “real-life” learning opportunity. 

These individuals who are dedicating their lives to protecting threatened species on 
our planet certainly demonstrate what it means to be a Global Steward.  ISR donated 
a camera to WWF to help them document important field information that is essential 
for their work.  WWF operates two camps in Riau province.  If you are interested in 
finding out more information about their work or visiting the WWF camps please 
contact Joe Murphy (joemurphy@isriau.org). 

World Wildlife Fund
visits Middle School

     Mr. Murphy

mailto:joemurphy@isriau.org
mailto:joemurphy@isriau.org
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Pak Febri and Ibu Sammy 
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 Counselor Corner
 The Challenges of Repatriation
       

      Mr. Murphy

This week I would like to share an interesting blog I read connected to living overseas and 
repatriation.  Our experiences abroad certainly change us as individuals and families. 
Please take a few minutes, click on the following link, and maybe have a chat with your 
family members or friends about the issues discussed.  

Click on the link below and scroll down to read the article.

http://naomihattaway.com/2013/09/i-am-a-triangle-and-other-thoughts-on-repatriation/

Have a great week!

Mr. Murphy presents a camera and Green Dignity bags to Ibu Sammy.

http://naomihattaway.com/2013/09/i-am-a-triangle-and-other-thoughts-on-repatriation/
http://naomihattaway.com/2013/09/i-am-a-triangle-and-other-thoughts-on-repatriation/
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My mom recently attended a De-Brief and Renewal Retreat by Missionary 
Training International for missionaries living overseas. The following is my adaptation 
(including my basic Sharpie drawings) of an illustration that was shared at that retreat. 
She found it to be a helpful tool for me as I flailed my way through repatriation and the 
reality that we are forever changed from our experience of living abroad.

Imagine a place called Circle Country. Everyone who lives inside of its borders 
are Circle Citizens. The Circle Country has very specific culture, holidays, celebrations, 
food preferences, a language that is unique to them as well as music, education and 
political categories.

Let’s also talk about Square Society.  Everyone who lives inside of its borders are 
Square Settlers.  The Square Society also has the culture, holidays, celebrations, food 
preferences (and on and on) as the Circle Country, but they are completely different.

 One day, a Circle Citizen got on a plane and flew to Square Society.  That 
Circle landed squarely (pun intended) in the middle of the Square Settlers and their 
Square Culture.  Circle Citizen now lives in the midst of Square Settlers, and he or she 
may adapt to a degree, but will never become a truly Square Settler.  At the same time, 
this Circle Citizen will also start to lose a bit of his/her Circle culture.

The normal circle things start to blend together with the new square culture. The 
major holidays in Circle Country might dissipate a bit to allow for the celebration of 
Square festivals.  Favorite comfort foods that remind her of Circle Country give way to 
the acceptance of new Square foods.  The Circle culture never quite gives way to the 
new Square norms and at the same time doesn’t go away completely either.

He or she slowly – and seemingly unconsciously – evolves into something 
completely different. The transformation to a Triangle Tenant begins. Being a 
Triangle means you have some of your original Circle culture mixed with some of your 
newly adopted Square culture.  You are no longer 100% Circle, but you’ll never again 
be 100% Square. You are left – almost hanging – somewhere in the middle.

Now, imagine that after some time, this Triangle Tenant hops on yet another plane 
and returns to Circle Country.  This Triangle doesn’t revert to the previous Circle status 
just because he has landed home. This Triangle remains forever a Triangle.
I will always be a Triangle.

As I find myself back in Circle Country, the good ole’ US of A, so far, I’ve found that I am 
mostly surrounded by Circles. Folks who haven’t ventured too far out of the 
Circle boundaries. It felt good to have this validation of sorts. Someone saying “it’s 
totally ok that you’ve turned into a Triangle and you’ll be better for it.”

Naomi Hattaway

http://naomihattaway.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/IMG_4032.jpg
http://naomihattaway.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/IMG_4032.jpg
http://naomihattaway.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/IMG_4032.jpg
http://naomihattaway.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/IMG_4032.jpg
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Jazz & Ballet  After School Activity
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